
The Ode to Sheets Wear a sheet (please don't) The ocean https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XfSvDJge_4 smoke ribbon bookmark sporkgust of yogurt eyebrows voices of lake Basketball Football CaterwaulThe tabby cat loved to find m
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Slash stash /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////tattered spagetti Theoretical lyrics

Space is a ghost

booo ooo ooo
None of the socks had tabbies on them The folding chair ghosts! ghosts! ghosts! ghosts! ghosts!
I don't know what a "Tabby" is  so many the's! >>>>> The ghost book trills sadly ghosts! ghosts! ghosts! ghosts! ghosts!

I never met someone who I knew who they were in advance() The la
st

 ti
m
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i disturbed it spirits! V is for VIRTUAL BOOK.
tiger EIGHT THES IS NOT ENOUGH The disturbing pinnacle of stuff poltergeese! HONK (also Valerie)
mackeral https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XfSvDJge_4The re is no tea. tongue dykemarch@gmail.com
spot The opening number with a bone in it

The three kumquats One for each blind mouse yes no I like you I only like poetry I like poetry and blue milk
The How many hot crossed buns, though? Six? is it six?

here is where the THE's end jump in below VVV blue milk is gross.

the hot crossed buns love to hold hands with each other
blue milk is a good song by 
stereolab, it goes on forever

the hot crossed buns love to hold hands with each otheromg so sexy. So sixy rabbit
The ocean the hot crossed buns love to hold hands with each otherexes goat hello

NOT AN OCEAN the hot crossed buns love to hold hands with each other kiss me like you mean it, ghost frog

shaaaaaaaaaaaarks the hot crossed buns love to hold hands with each otherspaceship BUZZ OFF BEZOS ghosts always mean it kiss kiss March Penn meow
ye the hot crossed buns love to hold hands with each otherSpace IS FOR EVERYONE bang bang

haw crabs. Gravity stars SO MANY Buzz lightgear's abstract peanut butter sandwich
EIGHT THES IS NOT ENOUGH MYSTERY OCEAN Who brings all their pine cones to the yard?

a little bit of me a little bit of you UNDERNEATH THE OCEAN IS THE CENTER OF THE EARTHthey're like it's better than yours.
MYSTERY OCEAN

Ralph Waldo Emerson Emerson was a potato head Is he the pond guy?
boom boom. yes * technically no.

Did he know how to swim? * unlikely.
possibly lived in the woods
kind of I could never get there early enough to park there except one time we got there at 7am

Thoreau My friend saw a turtle as large as a tire https://www.britannica.com/animal/turtle-reptile the lippy slipply lately greatly

longer groats turtle Turtle saving is a hobby!
s longer goats?

THIS IS WHERE THE MAYOR OF THIS POEM LIVES The mayor Punk Rock noserings!
pseudo oryxes litter the landscape we're going to protest in front of it of poems Live Milkmen
also gemsbok. more poems after midnight! we demand satispoemfaction! is Matt
also springbok. Gonzalez
also impala. because he 

i carry a torch for this section > torches couldn't be turtle has migrated over here!!
^ i'm a fire hazard! (I'm a fire hazard!) mayor dude howd it get here so fast
It's not my fault! Torch as in "Flashlight" or like... an actual torch? of SF (skateboard)

i am not the abbreviation for manufacturing (actual) because his hair (OH COOL NOW I GET IT)
i have already been made. lrish lesbian dinosaurs Fleshlight! was too wild giant pile of lettuce for the turtle

Tickle thi  fon  i  ver  threatenin WE ARE TOO WILD AND CRAZY HAIR (they were not wild enough)
eating pineapple with pants on WE ARE NOT THREATENED BY YOUR FONT I knew this poem and poem you are no poem

Pants as in Trousers or pants as in just underwear? (th  fon  wa  harmles ) this font actually hurts a lot WELCOME TO THE KALE FARM!!!
OMG I love pantful pineapple eating! Kale sounds like the name of a side character from Beverly Hills 90210
I like pineapple pants. PLACE WHERE YOUR DRAWINGS AREN'T FRUSTRATINGeating underpineapple with trouserware turtles (totally was. Kale Sutherland.)
Peanut Button on Waffles Wait... :-)  :-)  :-)  :-)  :-)  :-)  :-)  :-)  coming

Wait... dance pineapple dance! to
Don't teleport me now Are apples, pineapples, and potatoes related? no, but potatoes are related to tomatoes. nibble

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XfSvDJge_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XfSvDJge_4
https://www.britannica.com/animal/turtle-reptile


 [1] kale
Serious section. I cried today, I didn't cry, but I was down yesterday spurious section. I equivocated today. my turturturturturt maybe you'll never find this poem
I am napping in this section of the poem zzzzzzzzzzz
I am so sick of being so lonely.

Valerie is the queen of chromatic nail poetry >>> >> Paint your nails here! a too big stack of money for all the people in beverly hills
THERE ARE LITERALLY ZERO specious section. my opticals are oracles do it on the T J/K it is more kale for the turle
ROMANTIC THINGS IN HERE my buns are crossed (Pretend these are professional hot crossed buns) he's a rich turtle
WHAT IF YOU THINK ZEROS my eyes are bunnies OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
ARE ROMANTIC? (hot crossed buns wearing suits and ties) SLASHER FILM we're going to the drive in movie!!

//////////////////////////////////

let's make out 
as teenagers 
who have never 
made out 
before in our 
parents' car

this is the greatest thing 
that's ever happened in the 
history of the world but 
nobody's ever going to see 
it

(I'll let you in on a secret: these are all thumbs.) //////////////////////////////////
anti-romantic section Another romantic section //////////////////////////////////
</3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 PURRRRRRRRRRRRPURRRRRRRRRPURRRRR
asextion

Ghosts, hang out here too because you are in love

PURRRRRRRRRRRRPURRRRRRRRRPURRRRR //////////////////////////////////
PURRRPURRRRRRPURRRRRRRPURRR

final 
girl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I crossed a bun with a bunny PURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
mom and baby ghosts THEN WHAT HAPPENED? URRRRRRRURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

they were cross RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
i got a bunny bunny
I got a bunny bunny bunny Let's ease up on the spreadsheet

I thought it was purple 
I left the zoom but I am still in the spreadsheet
it's beautiful to nap here and watch fireplaces on tv burning
smores poem wait no but seriously are you a ghost Lemonades >>> Thin Mints.  Yeah, I went there. nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom
we are all the chocolate, marshmellow, and graham
but poetic campire food Lemonade is better than all Girl Scout cookies. up

ghosts should just admit it because everyone knows welcome to our own social media! we're addicted to our selves! and bounced
if you're a ghost legally you have to tell us. section 1 is never going to end but we're not telling. divider

only ghost go below this line ow i fell on the section
BEWARE!!!! THIS IS THE END OF SECTION ONE!!!

More ghosts

yeah well this is just section 2 you guys. B
L

A
chimney. N

K
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XfSvDJge_4 S
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W
mom and baby ghosts equals a60 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 60 times A

you might as well face it you're addicted to gloves L
K

I
N

I left the zoom but I am still in the spreadsheet G
it's beautiful to nap here and watch fireplaces on tv burning D
smores poem santa got stuck O
we are all the chocolate, marshmellow, and graham W

anti-romantic section Another romantic section R.I.P (insert name here) N
Gumby POkey lives on T

H
anti-romantic section What's the Dewy Decimal number for this section? E
</3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 </3 666.66 S

mom and baby ghosts asextion obviously T
ann sexton sextion! A

hot chocolate over here, enough for everyone and 
all types if you have dietary restrictions

I
THIS SECTION IS ON FIRE R

S
I left the zoom but I am still in the spreadsheet I
it's beautiful to nap here and watch fireplaces on tv burning N
smores poem <<hot chocolate coming out T
outcast Hot chocolate dispenser H

by definition, if you have smores you can't be an outcast

pie's feelings are still hurt 
because of val's dietrary 
restrctions

< blue waterfall running down 
the poem E
I B

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XfSvDJge_4


gooey metaphor 
My favorite Barbie was murdered by a 
Ninja Turtle soy milk. FELL A
My friend and I fought over whether 
the Ninja Turtle or the seal was the 
hero almond milk. DOWN S

oat milk. THE E
coconut milk. POEM M

baaaaaaahhhhhhhh goat milk vs oat milk MOTE I'M E
coconut goat FALLING N
No Hemp Milk? NO. NONE. THROUGH T
coconut goat A W
coconut goat HOLE E
coconut goat here in the palm trees IN K
coconut goat the coconut goats grow THE E

several stoners staring. coconut goat POEM E

P I N G P O N G T A B L E net
The truth about Boston: https://youtube.com/clip/UgkxM-
7P2Oy_VpSGxk2hbRs81TwxmUTooQR- coconut goat P

bounce coconut goat T
ecnuob what a great rally coconut goat H

serve nice backhand coconut goat E
volley nice compliment coconut goat curry is the best S

echo oh wow that's really generous of you coconut goat crabs are terrifying I
ohce coconut goat helmets are hilarious L

smash coconut goat is the best band E
hsams coconut goat is refreshing after a long run N

where did the ball go? coconut goat C
Point coconut goat E

Billy is my name and I am not a goat
all goats that people want to hire to eat poison ivy 
are booked for the next two years wait what TIME OUT SECTION let's sleep U

GASP!!!!! ^^^^ <3 <3

yeah because Kris keeps 
getting poison ivy people 
keep telling us to hire 
professional poison ivy eater 
goats but someone told me 
not to bother because they 
are booked for the next two 
years sleeping teacup pigs N

the gasp became more gasp, thanks text wrapping! train one! baby fliying foxes O
(valerie made the gasp bigger) cute snowy owls P
"I just finished 8th Grade.  I don't think that's an option right 
now" - Shark Tank Kid a baby platypus E

armadillos getting tickled N
puppehs E

--------- --------- --------- ----------- red pandas going mlem D
Pluto --------- --------- --------- -----------
ping pong ball --------- --------- --------- -----------

THIS IS CLEVER

PLANET GHOST!!!!!!!!



[1] The sun would like to buy ten boxes of thin mint girl scout cookies


